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Project Management: It's All Bollocks!
The landmark project management reference, now in a new edition Now in a Tenth
Edition, this industry-leading project management "bible" aligns its streamlined
approach to the latest release of the Project Management Institute's Project
Management Body of Knowledge (PMI®'s PMBOK® Guide), the new mandatory
source of training for the Project Management Professional (PMP®) Certificat-ion
Exam. This outstanding edition gives students and professionals a profound
understanding of project management with insights from one of the best-known
and respected authorities on the subject. From the intricate framework of
organizational behavior and structure that can determine project success to the
planning, scheduling, and controlling processes vital to effective project
management, the new edition thoroughly covers every key component of the
subject. This Tenth Edition features: New sections on scope changes, exiting a
project, collective belief, and managing virtual teams More than twenty-five case
studies, including a new case on the Iridium Project covering all aspects of project
management 400 discussion questions More than 125 multiple-choice questions
(PMI, PMBOK, PMP, and Project Management Professional are registered marks of
the Project Management Institute, Inc.)

A Guide to the Project Management Body of Knowledge
(PMBOK(R) Guide-Sixth Edition / Agile Practice Guide Bundle
(HINDI)
As the use of project management to accomplish organisational goals continues to
grow, skills related to understanding human behavior, evaluating organisational
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issues, and using quantitative methods are all necessary for successful project
management. Meredith and Mantel have drawn from experiences in the workplace
to develop a text that teaches the student how to build skills necessary for
selecting, initiating, operating, and controlling all types of projects.

Successful Project Management
Tried and true CPM scheduling streamliner. Now in its 5th edition, this must-have
resource for using Critical Path Method shows you exactly how to build speed,
accuracy, and flexibility into construction project scheduling. CPM in Construction
Management by award-winning author James J. O'Brien provides in-depth coverage
of Primavera's CPM software which dominates the industry. Brand new CPM
software accompanies new example cases that bring you up-to-date with today's
construction situations. This complete package helps you run a tight construction
ship with all you need to know about: event time computations; procurement;
preconstruction; monitoring project progress; cost control; equipment and
workforce planning; precedents networks; CPM in claims and litigations; and
DOZENS of other CPM factors.

Project Management JumpStart
Ethics plays a critical role in project management, but all too often, its importance
is overlooked. This benign neglect can result in serious consequences to individuals
and organizations, ranging from tarnished reputations to civil and criminal liability.
Ethics and Project Management demonstrates the importance of making ethics a
key consideration in managing projects and describes the impacts that occur when
ethical transgressions arise. Providing the tools necessary for project managers to
avoid an ethical lapse that can put themselves and their organization at risk, this
volume: Defines ethics and places it within the project management context
Discusses the contents of the Project Management Institute’s code of ethics
Enables project managers to recognize the trends that precipitate ethical dilemmas
on a project Demonstrates how ethical concerns permeate the entire project life
cycle Provides tips on establishing a governance protocol to ensure ethical
compliance Explores legal issues that arise from unethical behavior Examines how
ethical concerns on a project can have global implications, and how to operate in
international settings with cultural differences Each chapter ends with a Getting
Started Checklist, facilitating immediate application of the concepts discussed and
making it easy for project managers to determine whether they are in compliance
with ethical standards. Providing a solid roadmap for the ethical health of a project,
this volume is essential reading for all those concerned with avoiding the
disastrous consequences of a cavalier approach to ethics. Praise for the book: a
great desktop reference for any project manager. It is a must-have title to
complete any project management library and I recommend it to both new and
highly experienced project managers. —Gregg D. Richie, PMP, MCTS, CNP,
Managing Principal, P8, LLC

Effective Project Management
Project Management in Product Development: Leadership Skills and Management
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Techniques to Deliver Great Products is written for new and aspiring project
managers in product development. Although texts on project management are
common, the material presented here is unique, instead focusing on product
development, a challenging segment of project management because of the high
level of uncertainty, the need for a robust set of problem-solving techniques, and a
demand for broad cross-functional teams. The book also focuses on more than just
project management techniques, including a thorough treatment of
transformational and transactional leadership. Other topics covered include
problem-solving techniques, development, and continuous improvement of
processes required in product development, risk recognition and management, and
proper communication with mangers and other stakeholders. Finally, project
management techniques used in product development are presented, including
the critical path method, scrum and XP, and Kanban/lean project development,
along with the strengths and weaknesses of each. Provides ways to successfully
manage product development projects by teaching traditional and advanced
project management techniques like Gantt, CPM, Agile, Lean, and others Covers
transformational and transactional leadership, how to create a vision and engage
the team, as well as tactics on how to manage a complex set of tasks Uses a
practical, common sense approach to the day-to-day activities of a project
manager, including project planning, project process development, problemsolving, project portfolio management, reporting, and more Presents a thorough
comparison of popular project management tools Includes many examples, cases,
and side-bars that are included throughout the book

Fundamentals of Project Management
Managing Projects Large and Small: The Fundamental Skills for Delivering on Cost
and On Time When it comes to project management, success lies in the details.
This book walks managers through every step of project oversight from start to
finish. Thanks to the book's comprehensive information on everything from
planning and budgeting to team building and after-project reviews, managers will
master the discipline and skills they need to achieve stellar results without wasting
time and money. The Harvard Business Essentials series is for managers at all
levels but is especially relevant for new managers. It offers on-the-spot guidance,
coaching, and tools on the most relevant topics in business. Each book includes the
critical information that managers need on a given topic-from budgeting to hiring
to communication to strategy-and offers interactive tools and worksheets that
translate advice into action. Providing ready answers to day-to-day issues, these
guides make sound, trusted mentoring advice available whenever managers need
it. Other Books in the HBE Series: Managing Change and Transition Hiring and
Keeping the Best People Finance for Managers Business Communications
Innovation Negotiation

Project Management for Supplier Organizations
The all-inclusive guide to exceptional project management The Fast Forward MBA
in Project Management is the comprehensive guide to real-world project
management methods, tools, and techniques. Practical, easy-to-use, and deeply
thorough, this book gives you answers you need now. You'll find the cutting-edge
ideas and hard-won wisdom of one of the field's leading experts, delivered in short,
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lively segments that address common management issues. Brief descriptions of
important concepts, tips on real-world applications, and compact case studies
illustrate the most sought-after skills and the pitfalls you should watch out for. This
new fifth edition features new case studies, new information on engaging
stakeholders, change management, new guidance on using Agile techniques, and
new content that integrates current events and trends in the project management
sphere. Project management is a complex role, with seemingly conflicting
demands that must be coordinated into a single, overarching, executable strategy
— all within certain time, resource, and budget constraints. This book shows you
how to get it all together and get it done, with expert guidance every step of the
way. Navigate complex management issues effectively Master key concepts and
real-world applications Learn from case studies of today's leading experts Keep
your project on track, on time, and on budget From finding the right sponsor to
clarifying objectives to setting a realistic schedule and budget projection, all across
different departments, executive levels, or technical domains, project management
incorporates a wide range of competencies. The Fast Forward MBA in Project
Management shows you what you need to know, the best way to do it, and what to
watch out for along the way.

The Project Book
Successful Project Management, Third Edition, covers the fundamentals of project
management, focusing on practical skills you can apply immediately to complete
projects on time, on budget, and on target! This book teaches you how to use
proven strategies in large or small projects to clarify the objectives, avoid serious
errors of omission, and eliminate costly mistakes. Gain the skills to: • Set
measurable project objectives and create a practical plan to achieve them. •
Manage the time, cost, and scope of the project. • Lead the project team and
manage relationships effectively and productively across the spectrum of project
stakeholders. Modern project management is a premier solution in business and
nonprofit organizations. Project managers find success using a structured approach
to project planning, scheduling, resourcing, decision making, and management.
This book isn’t just for project managers. Team members need to know how to
carry out their part of the project, and business executives need to understand
how they must support project management efforts in the organization. Now you
can master the skills and techniques you need to bring projects in on schedule,
and on budget, with Successful Project Management. No matter how complex or
extensive your project, you’ll understand how to exercise the strict planning,
tracking, monitoring, and management techniques needed to stay on top of every
project. This is an ebook version of the AMA Self-Study course. If you want to take
the course for credit you need to either purchase a hard copy of the course
through amaselfstudy.org or purchase an online version of the course through
www.flexstudy.com.

Health Informatics - E-Book
Learn how to plan and organize any training project-AND control its time, cost,
quality, and scope-with this fast-paced and highly readable book. Read solutions
you can use immediately to build flexible project management plans, estimate
required work effort, schedule steps and allocate resources, communicate project
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status, and perform a post-project review.

Project Business Management
This book presents a chronological approach to managing small, medium, and
large projects, and is suitable for all majors, including business, engineering,
healthcare, and more.

Making Things Happen
Typically today's tasks in management and consulting include project
management, running workshops and strategic work - all complex activities, which
require a multitude of skills and competencies. This standard work, which is also
well accepted amongst consultants, gives you a reference or cookbook-style
access to the most important tools, including a rating of each tool in terms of
applicability, ease of use and effectiveness. In his book, Nicolai Andler presents
about 120 of such tools, grouped into task-specific categories entitled Define
Situation, Gather Information, Information Consolidation, Creativity, Goal Setting,
Organisational Analysis, Technical Analysis, Strategic Analysis, Decision Making,
and Project Management. Checklists and application scenarios further enhance the
use of this toolbox. Information provided by this book is: - comprehensive and
sufficiently wide in scope, combined with a practical level of detail without being
too academic - reliable and proven in numerous real implemented cases - easy to
apply due to many different search options, checklists, application scenarios and
guiding instructions. Written by a professional consultant, business analyst and
business coach, this book is a unique reference work and guide for those wanting
to learn about or who are active in the fields of consulting, project management
and problem solving in general. "This book is of the kind you always wanted but
didn't think would or could ever exist: the universal field theory of problem
solving." Tom Sommerlatte.

Managing Projects Large and Small
An informative introduction for those considering a career in project management
Project Management JumpStart offers a clear, practical introduction to the complex
world of project management, with an entertaining approach based on real-world
application. Fully revised to align with a Guide to the Project Management Body of
Knowledge –PMBOK Guide©, 6th edition, this book provides an overview of the
field followed by an exploration of current best practices. The practical focus
facilitates retention by directly linking critical concepts to your everyday work,
while the close adherence to PMBOK guidelines makes this book the perfect
starting point for those considering certification to earn either PMP or CompTIA
Project+ credentials. Project management is a top-five, in-demand skill in today’s
workplace, and the demand has spread far beyond IT to encompass nearly every
industry; any organization that produces goods or services, whether for profit or
not, has a vested interest in ensuring that projects are completed on time, on
budget, and to the satisfaction of the client—this is the heart of the project
management function. Let Kim Heldman, bestselling author of PMP Study Guide
and CompTIA Project+ Study Guide, walk you through the basic principles and
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practices to help you build a strong foundation for further training. Understand
current project management methods and practices Explore project management
from a practical perspective Delve into illustrative examples that clarify complex
issues Test your understanding with challenging study questions Trillions of dollars
are invested in various projects around the world each year, and companies have
learned that investing in qualified project management professionals pays off in
every aspect of the operation. If you’re considering a career in project
management, Project Management JumpStart provides an excellent introduction to
the field and clear direction for your next steps.

International Project Management
Project Management for Supplier Organizations offers an explanation of the key
processes from the perspective of the project contractor. Adrian tackles key issues
such as: how a well thought-out procurement process seeks to maximise those
interests that client and supplier have in common and diminish the consequences
of those that are not; the commercial and practical importance of managing
change; the risks that face supplier organizations when addressing project related
work; the implications for other organizational disciplines of the Supplier when
embracing project work and areas of additional expertise that may be required.
Adrian Taggart’s book turns the stakeholder perspective on its head. In doing so,
he offers readers, from contract organizations, a real story and urgent set of
priorities when it comes to managing a project and, those from client
organizations, with an understanding of how best they can work with their
suppliers to mutual benefit.

How to Manage Project Stakeholders
Readers discover exciting opportunities and challenges in technology today with
Schwalbe's INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY PROJECT MANAGEMENT, 8E. This unique
book demonstrates principles distinctive to managing information technology (IT).
No book offers more insights and tools for IT project management success,
including updates that reflect the latest PMBOK Guide. This edition weaves theory
with successful practices for an integrated focus on the concepts, tools, and
techniques that are most effective today. This is the only text to apply all 10
project management knowledge areas to IT projects. Readers master skills in
project integration, scope, time, cost, quality, human resource, communications,
risk, procurement, and stakeholder management as well as all five process groups
-- initiating, planning, executing, monitoring and controlling, and closing. Important
Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text
may not be available in the ebook version.

Project Management
Updated concepts and tools to set up project plans, schedule work, monitor
progress-and consistently achieve desired project results.In today's time-based and
cost-conscious global business environment, tight project deadlines and stringent
expectations are the norm. This classic book provides businesspeople with an
excellent introduction to project management, supplying sound, basic information
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(along with updated tools and techniques) to understand and master the
complexities and nuances of project management. Clear and down-to-earth, this
step-by-step guide explains how to effectively spearhead every stage of a projectfrom developing the goals and objectives to managing the project team-and make
project management work in any company. This updated second edition includes: *
New material on the Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK) * Do's and
don'ts of implementing scheduling software* Coverage of the PMP certification
offered by the Project Management Institute* Updated information on developing
problem statements and mission statements* Techniques for implementing today's
project management technologies in any organization-in any industry.

Project Management for Business and Engineering
The Project Management Book addresses the real-life scenarios and issues that
anyone responsible for managing a project is likely to face on a day to day basis. It
provides solutions to the everyday issues involved in managing projects, including:
Defining your project Understanding your role as a project manager Dealing with
external problems Learning from Lean and Six Sigma Delivering projects in times
of change It also includes a handy glossay of project management jargon

SUCCESSFUL PROJECT MANAGEMENT SA.
To support the broadening spectrum of project delivery approaches, PMI is offering
A Guide to the Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK® Guide) – Sixth
Edition as a bundle with its latest, the Agile Practice Guide. The PMBOK® Guide –
Sixth Edition now contains detailed information about agile; while the Agile Practice
Guide, created in partnership with Agile Alliance®, serves as a bridge to connect
waterfall and agile. Together they are a powerful tool for project managers. The
PMBOK® Guide – Sixth Edition – PMI's flagship publication has been updated to
reflect the latest good practices in project management. New to the Sixth Edition,
each knowledge area will contain a section entitled Approaches for Agile, Iterative
and Adaptive Environments, describing how these practices integrate in project
settings. It will also contain more emphasis on strategic and business
knowledge—including discussion of project management business documents—and
information on the PMI Talent Triangle™ and the essential skills for success in
today's market. Agile Practice Guide has been developed as a resource to
understand, evaluate, and use agile and hybrid agile approaches. This practice
guide provides guidance on when, where, and how to apply agile approaches and
provides practical tools for practitioners and organizations wanting to increase
agility. This practice guide is aligned with other PMI standards, including A Guide to
the Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK® Guide) – Sixth Edition, and
was developed as the result of collaboration between the Project Management
Institute and the Agile Alliance.

The Software Project Manager's Bridge to Agility
Professor Kathy Schwalbe, author of Information Technology Project Management,
Seventh Edition and An Introduction to Project Management, Fifth Edition, has
teamed up with Dan Furlong to provide this much-needed text for healthcare
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students and professionals. Dan manages the Project Management Office for the
Medical University of South Carolina and also teaches project management in their
Master in Health Administration program. Unique Features: Uses the Project
Management Institute's PMBOK(r) Guide, Fifth Edition (2013) Provides in-depth
examples for initiating, planning, executing, monitoring and controlling, and
closing healthcare projects Includes over 60 template files and samples of
important project documents (a business case, project charter, scope statement,
project schedule, change request, quality control charts, etc.) Features in each
chapter provide real-world examples and references, including Opening Cases and
Case Wrap-Ups, examples of What Went Right, What Went Wrong, Media
Snapshots, Best Practices, Video Highlights, and Healthcare Perspectives related to
project management Includes a Brief Guide to Microsoft Project 2013, the most
popular project management software today, with a free 60-day trial available from
Microsoft Provides healthcare industry case studies and other teaching resources
Includes a companion Web site with interactive quizzes, template files, links to
sites mentioned in the text, and much more Instructors can access a secure site
with lecture slides, test banks, etc. Visit www.healthcarepm.com for more
information"

Earned Value Project Management
Offers a collection of essays on philosophies and strategies for defining, leading,
and managing projects. This book explains to technical and non-technical readers
alike what it takes to get through a large software or web development project. It
does not cite specific methods, but focuses on philosophy and strategy.

Ethics and Project Management
Electronic Inspection Copy available for instructors here With project management
becoming an increasingly global endeavour, a comprehensive and international
student text that reflects this reality is essential. International Project Management
does just that, systematically linking the key elements of cross-cultural
management and the particularities of an international context, with the tools and
techniques of project management. Key features include: - A wide variety of
examples and illustrations, including an in-depth, end-of-chapter case study with
case questions; - Student exercises and review questions; - Detailed further
reading - The full support of a Companion Website, featuring a Teacher's Manual
Visit the Companion Website at www.sagepub.co.uk/koster

Project Management
Effective Project Management
Project Management
This book outlines how to identify stakeholders, analyse theirs stakes, and plan
and implement an engagement strategy to secure relevant input and dependable
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buy-in to assure the successful delivery of Large Infrastructure Projects. It also
addresses common stakeholder management "inadequacies" and is supplemented
with four extended practical exercises to help readers apply the principles to their
own large, complex projects and ensure project success. The project management
industry, particularly the Large Infrastructure Projects domain, has only recently
awakened to the reality that failed Stakeholder Management probably leads to a
failure of the project altogether. Due to the complexities involved, most traditional
approaches to managing stakeholders have developed serious difficulties in
dealing with large and complex projects. This book presents a Systems Thinking
approach to managing stakeholders that accommodates these complexities and
seeks to crystallise the notion that "managing projects means managing
stakeholders", while also introducing an ethical perspective (i.e., stakeholders have
legitimate rights regardless of their power to influence the project). This shifts the
paradigm from "Management of Stakeholders" to "Management for Stakeholders".
It is essential reading for all those involved with managing large projects including
project managers, sponsors, and executives. It will also be useful for advanced
students of project management and systems engineering looking to understand
and expand their knowledge of infrastructure projects and Systems Engineering.

The Fast Forward MBA in Project Management
Author Paul Boudreau shares the keys to project management success using a
modern approach: artificial intelligence. Within the pages of Applying Artificial
Intelligence to Project Management, Boudreau describes five AI tools in concept
and how they apply directly to project success, as well as the strategy and method
to use to purchase and implement AI tools for project management. Understand
the difference between automating a task and changing it by using AI. Discover
how AI uses data and the importance of data maintenance. Learn why projects fail
and how using artificial intelligence for project management improves project
success rates. Read project management success stories in one of the best
business books on machine learning, and prepare to leave behind that 50 percent
project success rate for one that's 95 percent or higher.

Applying Artificial Intelligence to Project Management
Welcome to Project Management: It’s All Bollocks! where two people who vaguely
know each other and barely like each other will pick over the sadly inadequate
body of knowledge that is project management today, and generally challenge just
about everything, eliminating that which you don't need to bother to learn about,
or should already know, leaving you only with the parts that will give you the
results you want. This book is a shakedown of project management, the profession,
the myths it creates and promotes, its great ideas and ambitions and a few ropey
bits that we’re just not convinced about. The project management profession
continues to grow and mature, but is at risk of excluding those who don’t fit the
mould. There is a mystique out there that only certificated project managers can
be project managers. This is nonsense. The project management skill set is
accessible to anyone, and how you choose to access it and put it to use should
remain the decision of the individual. There shouldn’t be a right or wrong choice.
This book is targeted at those ‘projects as usual project managers’ who will drive
most of the change inside organisations tomorrow and beyond, and who really
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need help to do that. The authors offer up a selection of seven cracking ideas, that
when applied to a project environment will ultimately result in you being a good
manager of projects in this modern world of business complexity.

Management of Construction Projects
Unlike the majority of construction project management textbooks out there,
Management of Construction Projects takes a distinctive approach by setting itself
in the context of a single and real-world construction project throughout and also
by looking at construction project management from the constructor’s perspective.
This project-based learning approach emphasizes the skills, knowledge, and
techniques students require to become successful project managers. This second
edition uses a brand new, larger, and more challenging case study to take students
through key stages of the process, including: contracts and subcontracting;
estimating, scheduling, and planning; supply chain and materials management;
cost control, quality, and safety; project leadership and ethics; and claims,
disputes, and project close-outs. Also new to this edition is coverage of emergent
industry trends such as LEAN, LEED, and BIM. The book contains essential features
such as review questions, exercises, and chapter summaries, while example plans,
schedules, contracts, and other documents are stored on a companion website.
Written in straightforward language from a constructor’s perspective, this textbook
gives a realistic overview and review of the roles of project managers and
everything they need to know in order to see a successful project through from
start to finish.

Project Management
The Project Management Book
Designed for project management courses for business students, Project
Management: A Managerial Approach, 9th Edition guides students through all
facets of the steps needed to successfully manage a project. The authors’
managerial perspective addresses the basic nature of managing all types of
projects as well as the specific techniques and insights required for selecting,
initiating, executing, and evaluating those projects.

CPM in Construction Management
** Winner AUSTRALIAN BUSINESS BOOK AWARDS - BEST GENERAL BUSINESS BOOK
2020 ** Finalist AUSTRALIAN BUSINESS BOOK AWARDS - BEST BOOK 2020 Deliver
great projects every time Projects are the lifeblood of organisations, but many
projects fall short of expectations because of poor project management and/or
poor project sponsorship. In The Project Book, author and 20-year project
management and sponsorship veteran Colin D Ellis teaches you the skills and
behaviours required to make your projects succeed, every time. The best projects,
whether they are delivered in an agile or waterfall way, are a result of the people
that lead them and the environment they create. This fail-safe and comprehensive
handbook shows you how to develop the mindset and communication skills to
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create projects that leave a legacy for you, your team and your organisation.
Project leaders and senior managers in all business and technical disciplines will
benefit from the insightful guidance this book offers and better project outcomes
will result. Split into two parts, individually addressing Project Leaders and Project
Sponsors, this book guides large project facilitators to understand the importance
of people over processes. become a project leader that people trust build a team
culture of collaboration, agility and creativity upskill executives so that they’re
catalysts for transformation develop the organisational discipline needed for
successful projects create a mature environment for your projects to thrive
Engaging, informative and humorous, The Project Book will help project managers,
project sponsors, scrum masters and product owners across all organisations to
deliver successful projects in a way that customers will talk about for years.

Project Management in Practice, 6th Edition
The Strategic Project Office
Awarded second place in the 2017 AJN Book of the Year Awards in the Information
Technology category. See how information technology intersects with health care!
Health Informatics: An Interprofessional Approach, 2nd Edition prepares you for
success in today’s technology-filled healthcare practice. Concise coverage includes
information systems and applications such as electronic health records, clinical
decision support, telehealth, ePatients, and social media tools, as well as system
implementation. New to this edition are topics including data science and
analytics, mHealth, principles of project management, and contract negotiations.
Written by expert informatics educators Ramona Nelson and Nancy Staggers, this
edition enhances the book that won a 2013 American Journal of Nursing Book of
the Year award! Experts from a wide range of health disciplines cover the latest on
the interprofessional aspects of informatics — a key Quality and Safety Education
for Nurses (QSEN) initiative and a growing specialty area in nursing. Case studies
encourage higher-level thinking about how concepts apply to real-world nursing
practice. Discussion questions challenge you to think critically and to visualize the
future of health informatics. Objectives, key terms and an abstract at the
beginning of each chapter provide an overview of what you will learn. Conclusion
and Future Directions section at the end of each chapter describes how informatics
will continue to evolve as healthcare moves to an interprofessional foundation.
NEW! Updated chapters reflect the current and evolving practice of health
informatics, using real-life healthcare examples to show how informatics applies to
a wide range of topics and issues. NEW mHealth chapter discusses the use of
mobile technology, a new method of health delivery — especially for urban or
under-served populations — and describes the changing levels of responsibility for
both patients and providers. NEW Data Science and Analytics in Healthcare
chapter shows how Big Data — as well as analytics using data mining and
knowledge discovery techniques — applies to healthcare. NEW Project
Management Principles chapter discusses proven project management tools and
techniques for coordinating all types of health informatics-related projects. NEW
Contract Negotiations chapter describes strategic methods and tips for negotiating
a contract with a healthcare IT vendor. NEW Legal Issues chapter explains how
federal regulations and accreditation processes may impact the practice of health
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informatics. NEW HITECH Act chapter explains the regulations relating to health
informatics in the Health Information Technology for Education and Clinical Health
Act as well as the Meaningful Use and Medicare Access & CHIP Reauthorization Act
of 2015.

Project Management for Trainers
When software development teams move to agile methods, experienced project
managers often struggle—doubtful about the new approach and uncertain about
their new roles and responsibilities. In this book, two long-time certified Project
Management Professionals (PMPRs) and Scrum trainers have built a bridge to this
dynamic new paradigm. They show experienced project managers how to
successfully transition to agile by refocusing on facilitation and collaboration, not
“command and control.” The authors begin by explaining how agile works: how it
differs from traditional “plan-driven” methodologies, the benefits it promises, and
the real-world results it delivers. Next, they systematically map the Project
Management Institute’s classic, methodology-independent techniques and
terminology to agile practices. They cover both process and project lifecycles and
carefully address vital issues ranging from scope and time to cost management
and stakeholder communication. Finally, drawing on their own extensive personal
experience, they put a human face on your personal transition to agile--covering
the emotional challenges, personal values, and key leadership traits you’ll need to
succeed. Coverage includes Relating the PMBOKR Guide ideals to agile practices:
similarities, overlaps, and differences Understanding the role and value of agile
techniques such as iteration/release planning and retrospectives Using agile
techniques to systematically and continually reduce risk Implementing quality
assurance (QA) where it belongs: in analysis, design, defect prevention, and
continuous improvement Learning to trust your teams and listen for their
discoveries Procuring, purchasing, and contracting for software in agile,
collaborative environments Avoiding the common mistakes software teams make
in transitioning to agile Coordinating with project management offices and nonagile teams “Selling” agile within your teams and throughout your organization For
every project manager who wants to become more agile. Part I An Agile Overview
7 Chapter 1 What is "Agile"? 9 Chapter 2 Mapping from the PMBOKR Guide to Agile
25 Chapter 3 The Agile Project Lifecycle in Detail 37 Part II The Bridge: Relating
PMBOKR Guide Practices to Agile Practices 49 Chapter 4 Integration Management
51 Chapter 5 Scope Management 67 Chapter 6 Time Management 83 Chapter 7
Cost Management 111 Chapter 8 Quality Management 129 Chapter 9 Human
Resources Management 143 Chapter 10 Communications Management 159
Chapter 11 Risk Management 177 Chapter 12 Procurement Management 197 Part
III Crossing the Bridge to Agile 215 Chapter 13 How Will My Responsibilities
Change? 217 Chapter 14 How Will I Work with Other Teams Who Aren't Agile? 233
Chapter 15 How Can a Project Management Office Support Agile? 249 Chapter 16
Selling the Benefits of Agile 265 Chapter 17 Common Mistakes 285 Appendix A
Agile Methodologies 295 Appendix B Agile Artifacts 301 Glossary 321 Bibliography
327 Index 333

Project Management in Product Development
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Healthcare Project Management
Offering streamlined coverage with an applied approach, Project Management in
Practice, 6th Edition focuses on the essentials of project management. This
concise, hands-on text is ideal for a one semester project management course, or
as a module on project management. This textbook is organized around the project
management life cycle, and provides students with essential project management
concepts while addressing an important area of industry growth: the use of
projects to achieve the strategic goals of organizations.

Project Management: A Managerial Approach, 8th Edition
The popular guide to the project management body of knowledge, now fully
updated Now in its seventh edition, this comprehensive guide to project
management has long been considered the standard for both professionals and
academics, with nearly 40,000 copies sold in the last three editions! Well-known
expert Robert Wysocki has added four chapters of new content based on instructor
feedback, enhancing the coverage of best-of-breed methods and tools for ensuring
project management success. With enriched case studies, accompanying exercises
and solutions on the companion website, and PowerPoint slides for all figures and
tables, the book is ideal for instructors and students as well as active project
managers. Serves as a comprehensive guide to project management for both
educators and project management professionals Updated to cover the new
PMBOK® Sixth Edition Examines traditional, agile, and extreme project
management techniques; the Enterprise Project Management Model; and Kanban
and Scrumban methodologies Includes a companion website with exercises and
solutions and well as PowerPoint slides for all the figures and tables used Written
by well-known project management expert Robert Wysocki Effective Project
Management, Eighth Edition remains the comprehensive resource for project
management practitioners, instructors, and students. (PMBOK is a registered mark
of the Project Management Institute, Inc.)

Jira 8 Essentials
Roughly half of all project managers have to lead customer projects as profit
centers on contractor side with two big objectives: making the customer happy and
bringing money home. Customer projects are a high-risk business on both sides,
customers and contractors, but the dynamics of this business have so far been
mostly ignored in literature. The book is intended to fill this gap. The book helps
project managers better understand the dynamics of customer projects under
contract from business development through handover and find solutions for
common problems. A central aspect is international contract laws, an often
underestimated factor in projects.

Information Technology Project Management
Describing the initiation, design, execution, and control of a strategic project office,
this book provides step-by-step instructions for establishing a PMO. The author
emphasizes cost management, cultural change, risk assessment, resource
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allocation, and skills tracking to increase project value, organizational efficiency,
and productivity. He explores various aspects relating to planning and
implementing the strategic project office, and concludes by considering how to
change the organizational culture to match the new organization. Concise and
easy, the book covers the many pitfalls and minefields and provide strategies to
avoid them.

Introduction to Project Management
"This textbook is intended for business analysts, engineers, system developers,
systems analysts, and others just getting started in management, and for
managers and administrators with little project management training."--Jacket.

Tools for Project Management, Workshops and Consulting
Explore the new and improved Jira 8 features such as agile board and advanced
search for efficient project management Key Features Work on agile projects in Jira
from both the administrator and end user's perspective Explore the improved
Scrum and Kanban board and backlog Work through exercises at the end of each
chapter to reinforce your skills Book Description Atlassian Jira enables effective bug
tracking for your software and mobile applications and provides tools to track and
manage tasks for your projects. Jira Essentials is a comprehensive guide, now
updated to Jira 8 to include enhanced features such as updates to Scrum and
Kanban UI, additional search capabilities, and changes to Jira Service Desk. The
book starts by explaining how to plan and set up a new Jira 8 instance from scratch
before getting you acquainted with key features such as emails, workflows,
business processes, and much more. You'll then understand Jira's data hierarchy
and how to design and work with projects. Since Jira is used for issue management,
this book delves into the different issues that can arise in your projects. You’ll
explore fields, including custom fields, and learn to use them for more effective
data collection. You’ll create new screens from scratch and customize them to suit
your requirements. The book also covers workflows and business processes, and
guides you in setting up incoming and outgoing mail servers. Toward the end,
you’ll study Jira's security model and Jira Service Desk, which allows you to run Jira
as a support portal. By the end of this Jira book, you will be able to implement Jira 8
in your projects with ease. What you will learn Understand Jira's data hierarchy and
how to design and work with projects in Jira Use Jira for agile software projects,
business process management, customer service support, and more Understand
issues and work with them Design both system and custom fields to behave
differently under different contexts Create and design your own screens and apply
them to different project and issue types Gain an understanding of the workflow
and its various components Set up both incoming and outgoing mail servers to
work with e-mails Who this book is for This book will be especially useful for project
managers but it's also intended for other Jira users, including developers, and any
other industry besides software development, who would like to leverage Jira's
powerful task management and workflow features to better manage their business
processes.
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As the use of project management to accomplish organizational goals continues to
grow, skills related to understanding human behavior, evaluating organizational
issues, and using quantitative methods are all necessary for successful project
management. Meredith and Mantel have drawn from experiences in the workplace
to develop a text that teaches the reader how to build skills necessary for
selecting, initiating, operating, and controlling all types of projects.
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